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For n = I the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the evasion 
strategy. at any initial situation, has been formulated. see 11 1. Here we show when 
there exists the evasion strategy for all )I E il. The method used here may be 
applied in some other examples. 
1. GENERAL CONSTRUCTION 
Denote by U the set of all measurable functions U: 10. co) + l--k. Ul and 
by W the set of all measurable functions IL’: (0, co) --) I-t?. ~71. 
For t E [0, co), a = (a,, a?. u3) E IF‘ ’ and for u E U denote by 
x=(.Y,,x~.x~)= (x,(t,a,u]. x,[t,a,ul. x,[t.a.ul)=.ult.a.ul the solution 
of the differential equation 
x{(s) = PI, cos x3(s). s,(t) = a,. 
xi(s) = ~9~ sin .Y~(s). s?(t) = a,. (1.1) 
s;(s) = K(S), X3(f) = a3. 
Similarly, for t E (0, GO), b = (b,, bz, 6,) E ri’ and for II’ E I+’ denote by 
.t’= (y,,.rz,y3)= (y,lt.b. ~1, ~~1 t, 6, III], J’~ It, b, w]) = .vIf. 6. WI the solution 
of the equation 
y;(s) = L’p cos J’j(S). y,(t) = b,. 
y;(s) = cp sin am. y?(t) = bz. (1.2) 
J’;(s) = MS), .tv>(t) = b,. 
These equations describe the so-called “Game of Two Cars.” see 13 I. 
Now, for t E [O. oo), a. b C P’ we take 
ir(t, a) = .x[ t. a, U] and Y(r. b) = yI t. b. W]. 
Let n > 1, t E [0, co) and a, b’ E IF: ‘, i = 1, 2 . . . . . II, be fixed. 
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DEFINITION 1.1. We say that a function e: Y( t. b ’ ) x ... x 2’(r. b” ) + 
X(t, a) is a strategy of the player E (evader). in the game (X. Y. a. b’..... b”. I). 
if 
(SE) for any J*E Y(t. 6’) x ... x kV(r. 6”) there exists a closed. \vell 
ordered set C E [f. co) with min C = I. sup C = co and such that 
for any cE C and .i;E Y(t. b’) x ... x Y(f. b”). if Fl,,,<, =>‘I ,,,,.,. 
then eC~~I,,.,~, = 4J)l,,.c I9 where c’ = min(s E C: c < s}. 
The set of all such strategies will be denoted by E(X, Y. a. b’..... b”, t 1. 
Further we will say that the set C from the condition (SE) is determined 
by e and J. Of course, for fixed e and ~7 there could be many such C’s. e.g.. 
for e being constant function. 
DEFINITION 1.2. We say that a function p:X(t.a)- Y(f. b’) X ... x 
Y(t, b”) is a strategy of the players P, ,.... P, (pursuers). in the game 
(X, Y, a, b’,..., 6”. t), if 
(SP) for any sE [r, co) and x.?u X(f.a). if AI,,,,, =.?I,,,,,. then 
P WI,L,, =PW,,.s,. 
The set of all such strategies will be denoted by P(X, Y. a, b’..... b”, t). 
eEE(X, Y.a.b’. b”,t) 
(X? a. l?,y.. b’h:;, if for any J’ = ( !,‘:.::‘J*“) E Y(fwzyx 
in the game 
.. - x Y(t. b”) and 
x = e( .v) we have 
(x,(s), x2(s)) # (y’(s).y\(s)). 
for all s E [f. co) and i = 1, 2 ,..., n. If there exists e E E(X. X, a, b’...., b”, f) 
which wins in the game (X. Y. a, b’,.... b”, t). then we also say that the player 
E wins in this game. 
Conversely, we say that p E P(X. Y. a. b’...., b”, f) wins in the game 
(X, Y, u, b’,..., b”. t), if for any x E X(t. a) and .r = (!‘I,.... ~7”) =p(.u) there 
exists s E [f. co) and i E (1, 2 ,..., n) for which 
(X’(S), -Yz(S)) = (I’:(s),?‘:(s)). 
If there exists p E P(X, Y, a, b’...., b”, f) which wins in the game 
(X, Y, a. b’,..., b”. t), then we also say that the players P, ,.... P,, win in this 
game. 
Now we are going to formulate some properties of strategies of the evader 
E and the pursuers P, ,.... P,,. 
Let 7ci: Y(t. b’) x ... x Y(t. b”)+ Y(t, b’) be defined by the formula 
7ri( )‘I...., y) = f. 
for all (J’ ,..., f) E Y(t, b’ ) x .-.x Y(f. b”) and i= 1, 2 ,.... tz. 
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PROPOSITION 1. I. (1) P E P(X, YAb ,..., b”,t) iff 7cipE P(X,Y,a.b’,t), 
for eaery i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
(2) If eEE(X,Y,a,b’ ,..., b”, I), then for any, y = (4” ,..., f) E 
Y(t, b’) x .. . x Y(t, b”) and eaery i = 1, 2 ,..., n we haue e(y ’ ,..., yim ‘, . , 
J 
it I 
. . . . . \I”) E E(X, Y, a, b’, t). _ 
The proof of (1) is easy. The proof of (2) is given in [ 6, Theorem 1.3 1. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. For any e E E(X. Y, a, b’,.... b”, t) and any p E 
P(X, Y, a, b’ ,..., b”, t) there exists the unique pair (x. y) E X(t, a) x 
(Y(t. b’) x.-.x Y(t. b”)) such that 
x = e(y) and j’ = p(x). 
The proof of this Theorem is given in [ 6, Theorem 1. I 1. 
It easily follows from Proposition 1.2 that the situation in which both the 
evader and the pursuers have simultaneously winning strategies is 
impossible. 
Now we will define a particular case of so-called c-strategy, see [ 5 I. 
Suppose that f: [O,co)~R~xP~-tX([O,co)x~") and 6: [O,CO)X 
R3 x IF” + (0, co) satisfy the following conditions: f (t. a, b) E X(t, a), for all 
(t,a,b)E[O,co)xIF”xIE’ and inf( d(t. a, 6): (t. a. b) E [ 0, a~ ) x 
IF: 3 x IF! 3 } > 0. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Under above assumptions, for any (t. a. 6) E 
[O. co) x IFi 3 x R3 one can find the unique strategy e E E(X. Y, a, b. I) such 
that for each ~1 E Y(t, 6) there exists the set C determined bjv e and 1’ for 
which, if c E C and c’ = min{s E C: c < s}. then 
and 
c’ = c + 6(c. (e(y))(c), y(c)) 
W))(s) = (f (CT (eO))(c).Hc)))(s). for SE [c,c’l. 
The proof may be easily carried out by induction. 
DEFINITION 1.3. We denote the strategy e from Proposition 1.3 by 
[.L 6. a, b. t]. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Assume that [A S, a, b. tj E E(X. Y. a. b, t) and 
p: [O. co) x iii” x IQ3 + (0, co). We say that a strategy [g, 6. a. 6. t ] E 
E(X, Y, a, b, I) is p-closed to [A 6, a, b. t], if 11 g(i, a. b)(s) -f(i. 5. b)(s)11 < 
p(i, a, 6). for all (i, E, 6) E [0, co) x K>,” x I&’ and s E [f. i+ 6(i. cf, b)] (where 
11 11 denotes the euclidean norm in the spaces R”. for m E Bl). 
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DEFINITION 1.5. We say that a strategy [J; d. LI. 6, I 1 E Et,\‘. 1’. a. b. [) 
satisfies a condition (K) with the liberty of mo\:ement p. if all strategies 
1 g, 6, a. b, I ] p-closed to [f. 8. a, 6. t 1 satisfy that condition (K). 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let Z= ((a,.a,.a,)E II ‘:a, 201. We say that strategy 
e E E(X. Y. a, b’,..., b”. t) keeps the player E in the set Z. if (e( J’))(S) E Z. 
for all J,E Y(t, b’) x ... x Y(f. b”) and s E [f. co). Assume that 17 z= I. 
(t, a. b)E [O, 03) x ir” x IF’ and a, > 0. 
If there exists k E I (where z denotes the set of all integer numbers) for 
which a, E (2kz (2k + 1) rr). then take p(i, a, 6) = a,. for all 
(i,a,b)~ (0. a) x F,’ x IT:,‘. 
If a3 @ (2kx, (2k + I) n), for all k E .‘, then assume that u, > 
(1 - /cos a3 1) LI~/IC (where L’, and B are given in the formula ( I. I)) and take 
p(i, C,fT) = aI - ( I - 1 cos a, 1) PJLL forall (i.E.b)E[O.co)XIF ‘X1,‘. 
Now, for (f, 5, 6) E [O. 00) x IF, 3 x 1~ ’ we put 
qt. a; 6) = n/2li, f(i, a; 6) = x[i, a, ul, 
if there exists k E C such that 
a, E [ -7~12 + 2ka ~tj2 + 2kn 1 
and 
f(i, a, 6) = x[i, a, -ul, if there is not such k. 
It is not hard to show that the strategy [A 6, a, 6, f 1 keeps the player E in the 
set Z with the liberty of movement p. 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let s E X(t. a) and C. TE (0. co) be fixed. We say that 
e E E(X. Y. a. b’,.... b”, f) wins (in the game (X, Y. CI, b’...., 6”. f)) in the 
neighbourhood E of the trajectory s on the interval [t, t + TI. if 
((4?,)),(s), (e(.r)Ms)) f (Y~(s),I’%s)) and 11 (e(J))(s) - .u(s)ll < e. for all 
J’ = (.I,‘,..., Jo”) E Y(r. 6’) x ... x I’([, b”), s E It, t + Tl and i== I, 2 . . . . . tz. 
DEFINITION 1.7. We say that the player E wins in the game (X, Y),,. 
along each trajectory. if for any (t, a, 6’) E [O. 00) x F3 x @ such that 
(a,, az) # (b’, , b:), i = I. 2 . . . . . n, for any .Y E X(t. a) and for all E, T E (0. co ) 
there exists e E E(X, Y, a, b’...., b”, t) which wins in the neighbourhood t of 
the trajectory x on the interval [f, f + T]. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Suppose that [A 6, a, b’. t] E E(X, Y, a, b’, I) satisfies 
u condition (K) with the liberty of movement p and that the player E wins 
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along each trajectory in the game (X, Y)z. Then, for any b2 E R ‘, such that 
(a’, a,) # (bt , b:), there exists e E E(X, Y, a, b’, b’, t) ichich satisfies the 
follobving conditions: 
e(., y’) satisfies the condition (K) and 
e(.r’, a) uvins in the game (X, Y, a, b’. t), 
for all (y’,y’) E Y(t, b’) x Y(t, 6’). 
Proof. For TV [0, co), E, 6’. 6’ E R3, such that (ti,, ~7~) # (ii, bf). 
denote by G(I, ti, b’, 6?) a strategy from E(X, Y, &.6’, 0 which wins in the 
game (X, Y, E, b’, 0 in the neighbourhood p(l, CT, 6’) of the trajectory 
f(i. E, 6’) on the interval [i, i + 6(&C, b’)]. 
Let b’ E iF’, such that (a,,a,)# (b:, bi) be fixed. For ~1’ E Y(t. b’), 
iE [I, co), cT,bE P’ take 
g,,(i, a; ii) =f(f. a; 5) in the other case. 
Now, for y = (y’,y’) E Y(t, 6’) x Y(t, b2) we put 
e(y) = [g,.?, 6, a, b’. t](y’). 
It is not hard to show that e E E(X, Y, a, 6’. 6’. t) and that e satisfies the 
needed conditions. 
DEFINITION 1.8. We say that the player E wins easy along each 
trajectory in the game (X, Y), if for any E, T E (0, co) there is a function 
p: [O, Co) x IF:” x IF3 - (0, 03) such that for all (t. a, b) E (0, co) x iF” x IF-’ 
for which (a,. a,) # (6,) bz) and for all x E X(t, a) there exists a strategy 
If, 4 a, h tl E W’, K a, b, f) which wins in the neighbourhood F of the 
trajectory x on the interval [t, t + T] with the liberty of movement p. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. If the player E Loins easy along each frajectory in the 
game (X. Y) and wins along each trajectory in the game (X, Y),. then he 
hcins along each trajectory in the game (X, Y), + n. 
The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 1.4. 
COROLLARY 1.1. If the plaqler E Gns easy along each trajectory in the 
game (X, Y), then for all n E IN he wins along each trajectory in the game 
(X. y>tl. 
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2. MAIN THEOREhl 
THEOREM 2.1. If r, > vr and rt ii > r,, I?. then the player E reins eas!’ 
along each trajectorJt in the game (X. Y). (The constants rr, ~lt,. U and 17 are 
given in the formulas (I. 1) and (1.2)). 
The proof of this Theorem needs the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. For all t E [O. co), a. b E IpE”. x E X(t, a), J’E Y(t. 6) and 
s E [t, co) the inequalites 
hold. 
Proof: The proof is easy. 
LEMMA 2.2. For all t E (0, co), a, a’ E iF; ‘, u E U and s E [t. cx,) we hare 
]]x[t, a, u](s) -x[t, 6, u](s)]] < ]]a - f?ll(l + & LIE(s -t) + 2 \/L’E(s--)). 
Proof. It is enough to notice that 
Ixi[t7 a, u](s)-xt[t, 6, u](s)] < ]a, -L7/ + rE/a3 -a’,I(S - t). for i-l.2 
and 
Ix,[t, a, u](s) -x,[t, 6. u](s)1 = la, -GA, 
foralltE[O,oo),a,~EIF-‘uEUandsE[t.co). 
Denote by (a, 6) the euclidean scalar product of the vectors a, b E P’ and 
take 
M=((t,a,b)E[O,co)~R’xP’:(( a,, a,)-@,. b2), (cos a,, sin a3)) > 01. 
LEMMA 2.3. There is H E (0, co) and increasing function u: (0. H ] --t 
10, 00) such that, if (t, a, b) E M, then 
II (x,(s), x*(s)) - bJ,(~).4’*(~))l/ 2 a - th 
for all x E X(t, a), y E Y(t, b) and s E ]t, t + H ]. 
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Proof: Take 
H= 
VE - VP 
v,u+ v,u” 
u(r) = (c, - up) 5 - 
v,ii+ v,fi 
2 r’, for r E [0, H] 
and suppose that (t, a, b) E M, x E X(f, a) and y E Y(f, 6). Let ,U= (x,, x2) 
and jT= (y,,y2). Then 
>o+(LIF-Cp)(S-ft)- 2 (s - f)? = a(s - I), 
for SE [f,f+H]. 
LEMMA 2.4. For an)’ h E (0, 00) fhere exists h* E (0, h] and d E (0, 00) 
such that. if (f, a. b) E [O. co) x Ip’ x IF’. II(a,.a,)-(b,,b,)lI~d, 
x E X(t. a) and J’E Y(f, b). then for s* = t + h* we hate (s*,x(s*), 
y(s*)) E M. 
Proof. Let h E (0, co) be fixed and 
h*=min ‘1,h 
v - 0 i 
I ’ 3u(2v,; VP ‘+ v, U) \ ’ 
d - L’E ; “p h*. 
Take (f,a,b)E [0,00)x Ip-’ x R-’ such that II(~,,a~)-(b,,b~)ll~d, 
xEX(t,a), yE Y(f,b) and put x’= (x,,x~),J~= (y,,y?). Then for 
s E [t, t + l] we obtain 
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(T’(s). f(s) -y(s)‘:: 
= j;‘(t) + (( .u’“(O d<. s’(t) -?:(I, + (s - t)(.<‘,:, -F(f), 
.f 
+ 1.’ (I-= (f”(t) - .l;“(()) di; ) dr :) 
-I -t 
= (-C’(f), f(t) --4;(t);, + (Ilf’(f)(12 - (f’(f),?;I(I)‘~)(S - I) 
+ .il’ -U”(t) d<, x”(t) -F’(t) j (s - I) 
> - t’,d + L’~-(L’~ - vp)(s - t) - ~$7 (s - t)’ - 13, zYjd(s - I) 
- PE U(v, + up)(s - t)? - LOTUS (s - f)? 
> - r’,d + L!~(L~~ - C, - tid)(s - t) - L’,U (2~1, + L’, + C~U)(S - t)‘. 
Hence taking s* = I + h* and observing that (cL - c,)h */3 < (~1~ - rp)/3u 
we obtain 
(?(s*). .Y(s*) -.l;(s*)) > -c,d + L~~(L*,- - L’, - Cd) h* 
- L’,U (2c, + cp + L’$i)(h*)? 




Thus, it follows from the definition of the set M that (s*, x(s*). y(s*)) E hl. 
LEMMA 2.5. There is 6, E (0, co ) and increasing function 8: [ 0, co ) + 
[O. a~) satisfying the inequality g(r) < r, for r E [0, co) and such that for any 
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for all .v E Y(t, b) and s E [t, t + So]. 
Proof: Following to the suitable considerations from [I ] one can prove 
that there is 6, E (0, co) and increasing function (T*: [0, So] -+ [O, 00) such 
that for any (t, a. b) E [O, co) x Ip” x R3 there exists X’ E X(f, a) satisfying 
the inequality 
for all y E Y(r. 6) and s E [t, r + So]. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that for any 
x E X(t, a). J’ E Y(t, 6) and s E [t, co) the following inequality 
II (-y,(s), -I*) - (r,(~)~?~z(s))ll 
> lI(u,,u*)- (6,. 6*)ll- (vqx + d/lpi + I1’?)(S- f) 
is satisfied. Therefore for s E [t. t + 6,] we have 
II (4(s). -~%,, - (?~,(~)~.11?(S))Il 
>,min(max(o*(s-f).II(a,,az)-(b,,~z)ll 
- (VqGF + a+ b?)(S - t)}: s E [t, t + So]}. 
Put 
6(r) = min(max(a*(r), r - (Jm + fl;D) 5): 5 E (0. So\}, 
for r E [0, co). The proof of Lemma 2.5 is complete. 
Now we are going to prove Theorem 2.1. Let us fix E, T E (0, co ) and put 
n’= min(n E 1bJ: T< tzH} 
(where H is taken from Lemma 2.3) and 
6, = T/ii. 
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that there exists a sequence (co. E, ,..., E,-} which 
satisfies the following conditions: 
0 < 3Ei<&i+[q for i = 0, l,..., n - I, 
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E: = c/2, for arbitrary f E 10, co), u, a^ E lb’ and for i E (0. l..... ii ~ I }. it 
lla - a’J( Q 3~~. then 11. Y r.a.l(I(S)-.Y[f.a:u](s)il~t.i+,. for all uE U and [
s E If, t + r]. Take 
h=min(h,.6,,6,) 
(where 6, is taken from Lemma 2.5) 
d 
hl = min 13 Jcg+;_ ’ 3 &,; + *? ( 
(where d is chosen for h conformably to Lemma 2.4) 
6, = min{m E kl: 6, < mhz} 
and, finally, 
S,=S,/tii,. 
It is easy to see that T/6? = (T/8,)(6,/az) = n’rii, E N. Thus, take 
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that there exists a sequence ( qO, 11, ,..., qrn , } 
satisfying the following conditions: 
O < 2r?j< Vj+l, j = 0, I ,...) rii - 2, 
q+, = C”, 
for arbitrary t E IO, co), a. a’E IF-’ andjE (0. l..... 61 - 2}. if I/a -a’11 < 2?li. 
then Ilx-[t.a,u](s)-.u[f,~,,l(s)ll <qj+,. for all u E U and SE (~,t +a,]. 
Finally. for r E [0, 03) let 
p,(r) = fmin(max(o(r), C(r) - (vE + VP) r}: r E [0, s,]}, 
h(r) = minPh,hP)l 
and 
for all (t,a,b)E[O,a~)xR-‘xR’ satisfying the equality I/ (a,, a,) - 
PI 3 WI = r-a 
Now, let us fix u E U. We will define the functions f and 6. 
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If (t, a, 6) E [0, co) x P3 x P3 and II(a,, a,) - (b,, bz)ll > d or (f, a. b) E 
M (where M is defined before Lemma 2.3), then we put 
f(f. a. 6) = x[t, a, u]. 
If II (a,. uz) - (b,, bz)ll < d and (f, u. b) G? M. take 
(f(t, u, b))(s) = *YO(S), for s E [f, f + h”], 
and 
(f(f, a. b))(s) = X[f + A*. sO(t + A*), u](s). for s E (t + h*, co), 
where x0 is chosen for (f, a, b) conformably to Lemma 2.5 and h* is chosen 
for h conformably to Lemma 2.4. 
The function 6 we define in the following way. If 11 (a,, a:) - (6,. b?)ll > d. 
then we put 
&f. a, b) = &. 
If. conversely, 11 (a,, aI) - (b,, bz)lI < d, take 
6(f, u, b) = 8,. 
Let us fix (l, a, b) E [0, co) x R3 x 6” and 4’ E Y(f, b). Suppose that 
[ g, 6. a, b, f] is p-closed to [A 6, a, 6, t] and x = [ g, 6, a, 6. t](y). At first we 
will prove that (x,(s), x1(s)) # (~,(s),J#)) for s E [f, f + rl. Assume that 
II (a,, a?) - (b,, b2)lj > d. Then d(f, a, 6) = & and f(t, a. b) = x[f, a, u]. From 
the definitions of hz and 6, it follows that 6, < h?, so dp 6, < d/3 and 
dm&<d/3. B y emma2.1,forall~~EX(f,u)andsE[t.t+6~]we L 
have 
II (f,(s), W)) - L~,(s).~&))ll> II (a,, az) - (b, 1 &Ill 
- II(f,(s),-W)) - (~,,a?)11 - ll(e~,(~),.~‘z(s))- (b,,b)ll 
>, d - (dm + dm)(s - f) > d/3. 
In the case 11 (a,, a,) - (b,, b2)ll < d and (f, a, b) 6Z M we have 
d(t, a, 6) = 6,, 
(f(f, a, b))(s) = -Y’(S). for sE [f,f+h*]. 
and 
(f(f, a, b))(s) = x[r + h”, x”(f + A*), u](s). for sE(f+h*.ca). 
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By Lemma 2.5, 
ll((f‘(r.a.b)),(s). (f‘(t.u.b)),(S))-(~.,(S).~‘~(S))~’ 
~~(ll(U,.U2)~(b,.b,)l’). (2.1) 
for s E [t. r + h* 1 and, according to Lemma 2.4. 
II ((fk a, b)),(s). (f(t. a. b)),(s)) - (?‘,(SL?~,(S))l/ 
> o(s - (I + A”)). (2.2) 
for s E [r + h*, t + h” + H]. By the inequality (2. I ). 
for s E [t + /z*. co). Therefore. by (2.2). ifs* = t + A*. then 
II (.~,(S), “z(S)) - (.r,(S).!?(S))II 
a /I (.17,(s),.+)) - ((f(f. a. b)),(s). (f(t. a. b)),(s))11 
- 11 (x,(s). -q(s)) - ((J(L a. b)),(s). (f(f. a b))z(s),lI 
~min(max{c~(s-s*). a’(lI(u,.~~)-(b,.b~)il) 
-(L’E+L’,)(S-s*)J:SE Is*,s*+HIt-p(t.u.b). 
for s E Is*, s* + HI. It is easy to see that for s E It, s* ] the same inequality 
holds. Thus from the definition of p and the inequality 6, < H it follows that 
6Y,(s),x~(s)) f (J~,(s),Y~(s)), for s E It. t + 6, I. 
In the case I( (a,, aI) - (b,, b,)lI < d and (1, a, 6) E M the proof of the 
above condition is similar. 
Now we give the sketch of the proof of the inequality 
IIs -x[t. a. ul(s)ll G-5. for SE [t,t+ TI. 
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Let C be the set, described in Proposition 1.3, determined by [g, 6. a. 6. fl 
and ~1 and let (t,. f, ,..., z~} be such that 
t, = t, cn [I, t + T] = (t,. t I..... t,-, 1. t, = min(s E C: t,~ , < s}. 
Of course. t, > t + T. It follows from the formula 6( [0, co) x 
11 /.1 X IF ‘) = (6,. 6? 1 that the inequalites 1 < k < G < Z hold. 
Assume that 11 (a,, a?) - (b,, b,)lI < d. (The proof in the case 
(1 (a,. a:) - (b,, bz)ll > d is similar.) Denote by (k,,. k, . . . . . kit the sequence of 
natural numbers with the following properties: 
O=k,<k,<...<ki=k. 
II @,(t,h ,G,)) - (Y,@,)* ~z(t,)N <d. 
iff 1 E (k,,. k ,,.... kim, I. for I=O. l..... k- 1. 
Further. notice that II-u(t,) - x(f, a, u](t,)ll = 0 < 2e,,. Now, taking account 
of the properties of the sequences (E,,, E, . . . . . ~~1, { ?I,,, )I, ,..., v,;,+, }, the 
inequality p(r) ,< 2q0, for r E [O. co) and the inequalites 2~,, < ‘1, < 2~~ < 3ci, 
for I= 0. l...., rii - 1, i = 0, l,..., j. one can prove. by induction, that 
]ls(s) - .v[t. a. u I(s)11 < 2si, for s E [t,,. f,,] and i = 0, I . . . . . j. Thus observing 
that 2~; 6 2~~ = E and using the inequality j < ri we end the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2.1. If rE > 11, and uFzi 2 cp F. then for all n E BJ fhe 
plaj,er E wins ulong each frajecfory in the game (X. Y), + n. 
Proof. This Theorem immediately follows from Theorem 2.1 and 
Corollary 1. I. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Ler Z c F2 and (t, a, b) E IF:’ be defined as in 
Example 1.1. Then for all n E N and b’E IFi, 6’ = b, (a,. az) # (bf. bk),for 
i = 1, 2,.... II. there exists e E E(X. Y, a, 6’ ,....b”, t) which keeps the plaj’er E 
in the sef Z and wins in the game (X. Y, a, b’...., b”. f). 
ProoJ This is a consequence of Proposition 1.4 and Corollary 2.1. 
Remark 2.1 (See [ 11). If ~1~ < L’,, or ~1, = L‘~ and U < E, then there exist a, 
b E R3 such that (a,. az) # (b,, bz) and the player P wins in the game 
(X, Y. a. b, t), for t E 10. co ). 
Remark 2.2. The known sufficient conditions for the existence of the 
evasion strategy, see, e.g., [ 2,41, cannot be applied to the described game 
(even in the case n = 1). 
Remark 2.3. Using the more precise calculations one can prove that. if 
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LSE > VP and P,U > L’,, 17, then for any t E [O. co ) and a, b’ E T+ ! such that 
(a,. a-,) # (bf . bi), i = I. 2 . . . . . )I, there exists e E E(X. Y. a. b’..... b”. t) 
satisfying the inequality 
inf{ll((e(>,‘)),(s), (e(.r’))z(s))- (.t~{(s),?~~(s)jlI: s E It. co)t > 0. 
for all ~9 = (1” . . . . . J”) E Y(t. b’) x ... x Y(r, b”). 
Remark 2.4. Using the above methods one can prove that for each 
n E N the player E wins along each trajectory in the game (X, Y), +,,, where 
Y is defined as above but X is determined by the differential equation 
-d(s) = uzls), uf(s) + k(s) < l$ 
(The case called “The Homicidal Chauffeur Game” [3 I). 
To this end it is enough to prove five lemmas analogous to Lemmas 
2.1-2.5. It is not hard to formulate and to prove these lemmas. (In order to 
prove an equivalent of Lemma 2.3 it is convenient to assume, without loss of 
the generality, that P, < L’~). 
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